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6.1 The modelclass

6.1.1 Definition
The signature of arrays Σarray contains the following symbols:

• The sorts elem for elements, index for indices, and array for arrays.

• The function symbol read, of arity array × index→ elem.

• The function symbol write, of arity array × index× elem→ array.

6.1.2 Definition
A standard array-structure is any Σarray-structure A satisfying the following
properties:

1. Aarray = (Aelem)Aindex.

2. readA(a, i) = a(i), for all a ∈ Aarray and i ∈ Aindex.

3. writeA(a, i, e) = ai7→e, for all a ∈ Aarray, i ∈ Aindex, and e ∈ Aelem.

6.1.3 Definition
The modelclass of arrays is the pair Marray = (Σarray,A), where A is the
class of all Σarray-structures that are isomorphic to standard array-structures.

6.2 Equality reduction

6.2.1 Algorithm (is-satisfiable-array)
Input: A finite set Γ of flat Σarray-literals
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Output: satisfiable if Γ is satisfiable; unsatisfiable otherwise

1: function is-satisfiable-sets(Γ)
2: ∆← arrays-to-equality(Γ)
3: return is-satisfiable-equality(∆)
4: end function

5: function arrays-to-equality(Γ)
6: X ← vars(Γ)
7: For each literal of the form a 6≈array b in Γ, generate a fresh index-

variable wa,b. Let W be the set of freshly generated variables.
8: Replace each formula of the form a 6≈array b in Γ with the formula

read(a, wa,b) 6≈ read(b, wa,b)

9: Replace each formula of the form a ≈ write(b, i, e) in Γ with the formula

∧

j∈Xindex∪W

if i ≈ j then read(a, j) ≈ e else read(a, j) ≈ read(b, j)

10: return Γ
11: end function

6.2.2 Proposition
In algorithm is-satisfiable-arrays, let ∆ be the output returned by the call
to arrays-to-equality(Γ). Then the following are equivalent:

1. Γ is Marray-satisfiable.

2. ∆ is MΩ
≈

-satisfiable, where ΩS = {elem, index, array}, ΩC = ΩF = {read},
and ΩP = ∅.

Proof. (1 =⇒ 2). Immediate.

(1 =⇒ 2). Let B be an Ω-interpretation over X ∪ W satisfying ∆. Then
it is easy to check that Γ is satisfied by the Marray-interpretation A over X

constructed as follows. We first let

Aelem = Belem ,

Aindex = Bindex ,

and

eA = eB , for each e ∈ Xelem ,

iA = iB , for each i ∈ Xindex .
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Moreover, for each a ∈ Xarray and i ∈ Aindex, we let

aA(i) =

{

readB(aB, i) , if i ∈ (Xindex ∪W )B ,

e0 , otherwise ,

where e0 is an arbitrarily fixed element in Aelem.

6.2.3 Proposition
Algorithm is-satisfiable-arrays is correct.

Proof. Termination is obvious. Partial correctness follows by Proposition 6.2.2.
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